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Chapter 1 : Our Finest Late Spring Trout Streams - Game & Fish
Census of Pennsylvania: reel Susquehanna, Wayne, Westmoreland Counties. Census of Pennsylvania: reel Potter and
Susquehanna Counties.

Adams County -- reel Berks County -- reel Allegheny County -- reel Armstrong County -- reel Bradford
County -- reel Beaver County -- reel Bedford County -- reel Bucks County -- reel Butler County -- reel
Columbia County -- reel Clinton County -- reel Cambria, Centre Counties -- reel Crawford County -- reel
Chester County -- reel Cumberland County -- reel Dauphin County -- reel Delaware County -- reel Franklin
County -- reel Erie County -- reel Fayette County -- reel Greene County -- reel Huntingdon County -- reel
Indiana County -- reel Jefferson, Juniata Counties -- reel Lancaster County -- reel Lebanon County -- reel
Lehigh County -- reel Monroe County -- reel Luzerne County -- reel Lycoming County -- reel Mercer
County -- reel Mifflin, McKean, Northumberland Counties -- reel Potter and Susquehanna Counties -- reel
Montgomery County -- reel Northampton County -- reel Perry County -- reel Philadelphia County, city of
Northern Liberties, wards -- reel Philadelphia County, Southwark, wards -- reel Philadelphia County, Spring
Garden, wards -- reel Philadelphia County, Kensington, wards -- reel Philadelphia County -- reel Pike,
Schuylkill Counties -- reel Wayne County -- reel Somerset County -- reel Tioga County -- reel Union
County -- reel Venango County -- reel Westmoreland County -- reel Washington County -- reel Clearfield,
Warren Counties -- reel
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Chapter 2 : PA Wilds Vacations and Outdoor Travel Adventures
The beginning of Pennsylvania Census Index also includes a list of the Census schedules taken from through ,
instructions as instituted by Congressional Law from to , and a chronological list of territories, in addition to the map of
Pennsylvania along with the individual maps of the Pennsylvania Counties in

Sources Clarfield, Gerard H. Timothy Pickering and American Diplomacy, University of Missouri Press, c
Timothy Pickering and the Age of the American Revolution. Pickering, Octavius, and Charles Wentworth
Upham. The Life of Timothy Pickering. Little, Brown and Company, Da Capo Press, Phillips of Austin
College, whose sketch of Pickering appears on reel 69 of this collection. Back to Top Collection Description
The Timothy Pickering papers consist of 69 microfilm reels of family and general correspondence; business
and legal papers concerning land speculations at Wyoming Valley, Pa. Other Pickering material can be found
at the Huntington Library, the Clements Library, the libraries of Harvard, Yale, and Duke Universities and of
Marietta College, and, of course, in the collected papers of most of the major political figures of his day,
including George Washington. The guide includes an alphabetical list of select correspondents. Back to Top
Acquisition Information The bulk of this collection vol. Additional gifts were made in by Mrs. Fitzgerald and
in Four volumes of family letters vol. Documents in this collection have been microfilmed based on their
prior arrangement into bound volumes. Each of the 69 volumes has been microfilmed onto a separate reel, so
reel numbers in this guide correspond to volume numbers. For example, reel 1 contains volume 1, reel 2
contains volume 2, etc. Correspondence, This series is divided into four subseries: Letters from Timothy to
Rebecca Pickering; B. Letters from Rebecca to Timothy Pickering; C. Letters from Timothy to John
Pickering; and D. Most of the letters were written from headquarters in Pennsylvania and New York, where
Pickering recorded random glimpses of the war, but official duties are mentioned only briefly. And a long
series, beginning on page , describes the Yorktown campaign in some detail. A group of letters written at
Valley Forge and originally bound with the volume have apparently disappeared. The majority of the
correspondence is devoted to personal matters. Pickering frequently urged his wife to pull up stakes and
follow him. In a series of letters in the summer of , he proposed the removal of the family from Salem to
Philadelphia, and letters dated November include instructions and lists to help them in another move, this time
from Philadelphia to Newburgh. Clair in p. The following subjects are not covered in this volume: However,
this volume contains no letters from the fall of ; these, along with most of the , , and letters, and several from
and , are located in volume 4 i. Other subjects discussed in these letters include: A group of letters written in
and cover the long negotiations in Philadelphia to settle the affairs of the Potter Land Company. Other topics
include the trial of Justice Chase and the Burr conspiracy. This volume also contains a series of letters with
uncertain dates p. The letters were written from the many locations in which the family settled: This volume
also contains several letters to Mrs. Lois Gooll and others. The letters from were written to John Pickering at
Lisbon, where he was secretary to the American minister William Smith, and at London, where he lived with
Rufus King. After , the bulk of the correspondence consists of Federalist sentiments and strategy, covering
nearly all the important political and legislative issues of the period. In addition to constant attacks on
Jefferson and Madison, the letters contain trenchant comments on Aaron Burr p. Important documents include
an extract of a letter allegedly written by John Adams to Josiah Dean, stating his preference for the embargo
rather than war p. Timothy Pickering correspondence, This subseries consists of letters from and to Timothy
Pickering in alternating chronological sequences: Documents have been microfilmed based on their prior
arrangement into bound volumes.
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Chapter 3 : Pennsylvania Trout Fishing Forecast - Game & Fish
Volume Reel - Pennsylvania Federal Population Census Schedules - Potter and Susquehanna Counties Microfilm copy
of the original United States Census Office printed forms completed in ms reel

Indeed, all species entice Pennsylvania anglers to the water, but trout fishing is on par with deer hunting and
chicken pot pie. First, some basics about the upcoming season. This year trout season once again has two
opening days, based on location. The 18 southeastern counties traditionally staring first will open March 31
and the remaining counties open on April Southeastern counties with the early opener are: While stocking
trout is still its bread and butter, the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission strove to promote its wild trout
initiatives in One of the items proffered was the Unassessed Waters initiative. The list of these waters
continues to expand and anglers in all regions can expect to see new streams with these classifications.
Looking ahead to , McKean and Potter counties highlight the list of total stream sections being considered for
Wild Trout designation. Funded through shale impact fees and national grants, the unassessed waters initiative
hopes to continue growing this year. The Keystone Select program continues to be a success. Entering its third
year, stocked trophy brown trout are an ongoing draw to anglers across the state, many of whom travel
specifically to Keystone Select waters. In September of last year, the PFBC announced the addition of eight
stream sections to the existing list, bringing the total to The program places approximately 6, large trout 14 to
20 inches in the 22 designated streams sections which are all under the DHALO classification. The stocking
rate is to per mile, which is comparable to most wild trout streams. License sales data indicate that since its
first year in participation numbers have increased from 5, children to over 30, last year. Anglers 16 years or
younger can fish with a mentor from 8 a. Mentors must be licensed and youths need a mentored youth permit
or a volunteer license. Mentors must release their catch unharmed and youths can harvest two trout of at least
7 inches. Fingerling stocking also occurred in 20 waters spanning 15 counties from April through November.
The stocking schedule will have no planned changes from last year as the PFBC commonly stocks about 3. As
always, the average size of the trout produced for stocking is 11 inches in length. Fishermen can continue
taking advantage of the PFBC mobile app. Here are just a few key waters to seek out in the six regions of the
state. Anglers fishing in Delaware County will want to try Darby and Ridley creeks. Kuss suggests spin
fisherman work spinners or small crank baits covering a lot of water. Trout-size Powerbait worms on a small
jig head will also do and smaller finesse type baits work well for hold-over fish. The Darby and Ridley are
suburban area fisheries close to Philadelphia, and therefore get pressure, so fishing early in the day, and on
weekdays helps to avoid the crowds. Tulpehocken Creek near Reading became part of the Keystone Select
program last year, and in the stocking sections expanded from the covered bridge to the Blue Marsh Dam.
Clarks Creek, open on March 31, is stocked trout water winding 31 miles to the Susquehanna. It hosts a decent
population of wild browns and has even produced wild brookies falling for flies or fly style spinners. Running
through predominately wooded areas and emanating from a conservation-style feed from the DeHart Dam, the
flows are consistent and cool. This Susquehanna River tributary is known not only for its fishing but great
rafting and camping opportunities as well. Chest Creek in Cambria County was added to the program in and
will hold trophy browns from the northern Patton borough line downstream to the bridge at Thomas Mills.
Another original Keystone Select water continuing to keep the large browns is section 3 of the Loyalhanna
Creek in Westmoreland County. The creek also receives normal doses of stockings and there is very good
angler access near Ligonier, PA. Oil Creek, in Venango County is one of the most popular stocked trout
waters in this region. The stream has good shoreline accessibility and ample parking. The Oil not only
provides a great opportunity to catch the usual stocked trout but Section 07 is also included in the Keystone
Select Trout Program. Stockings are March, April and October. Glade Run Lake in Butler County was
reopened to the public after the rebuild completion in The acre impoundment is in Glade Run Lake Park, just
east of highway Anglers are encouraged to return to the water but should know special regulations remain in
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place to help rebuild the fishery. Just under 43 miles long, Kettle Creek in Potter and Clinton counties is
another Susquehanna tributary worth looking at. It typically receives three spring stockings of brown and
rainbow trout. The affected stream section is approximately Anglers should refer to the summary book for
clarification. Fishing Creek in Columbia County meanders past the town of Bloomsburg just prior to its
joining the Susquehanna. Anglers should be aware of posted areas, but will have no trouble finding public
access and even posted areas allowing walk-in-only angling. Fishermen seeking wild trout in this region
should investigate Towanda Creek in Bradford County. The headwaters and 5 miles downstream have been
identified by the PFBC to contain naturally reproducing fish. The stream also gets a springtime double dose of
all three trout species in sections fishing under the typical inland regulations as well as DHALO regulations.
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Chapter 4 : Susquehanna County, Pennsylvania Public Records
reel Philadelphia County, city of Philadelphia, North Mulberry, South Mulberry, Upper Delaware Wards reel City of
Philadelphia, North, High Street, Chestnut.

Ohio Census Objective: To locate a specific person who lived in Pennsylvania in In this example we are
tracking Elizabeth Haines, who lived in Pennsylvania, and may have been counted in the Federal Population
Census for Pennsylvania in We want to confirm this information and determine any other information about
her family collected by the census enumerator in Pennsylvania reel listing located at bottom of guide. The
Internet can be a valuable tool to aid in your Census search. There are many sites that provide information.
Census Online contains over 44, links to US census records, census calculators, and census forms from The
microfilm information and the internet information can be used together to complete a search for an
individual. Links to Internet sources have been inserted throughout this document that complement and, in
some cases, replace the print indexes or the census microfilm. Please note that the microfilm constitutes the
primary source and should be consulted for errors in transcription. Please ASK the staff at the News and
Microforms Library Reference Desk at any time for additional help or clarification about how to locate the
sources or information. P45 in the Indexes and Guides Section. The beginning of Pennsylvania Census Index
also includes a list of the Census schedules taken from through , instructions as instituted by Congressional
Law from to , and a chronological list of territories, in addition to the map of Pennsylvania along with the
individual maps of the Pennsylvania Counties in Locate the person you are searching in the Pennsylvania
Census Index. Names are listed in alphabetical order by last name. See Example 1 below. Showing entries for
Elizabeth Haines. Review the entry information provided for each name entry in the Pennsylvania Census
Index. We have highlighted in red the information for Haines, Elizabeth in Example 1 above. This is an
ongoing project with new data continuously being added [Note: If census records are not available online, it
will be neccessary to view the Census data available on microfilm. Before leaving the Pennsylvania Census
Index volume, write down the following information: Name first and last County The page on the microfilm ,
in this example. Then, locate the Census: Pennsylvania on microfilm in the News and Microforms Library in
the microfilm cabinets under the call number HA U5P4 reels â€” For our example, to locate the original
ledger entry for Elizabeth Haines, find reel No. Now, using our example, Elizabeth Haines, you will need to
find the original ledger page 36 by scrolling through the microfilm until you locate page The page numbers
can be found on the upper right hand corner of the second microfilm page See Example 2 below. A blank
census form [from Ancestry. Showing the location of the page number on the original page ledger. The frame
with the ledger page number will be the second of two consecutive frames that contain all of the information
from the original ledger entry. Therefore, in order to find the name of the person you are seeking, you will
need to view the frame prior to the one with the page number. Names of individuals are not in alphabetical
order on the ledger page. The 19th Century script and the microfilm quality can sometimes present interesting
challenges for the researcher! Showing the names on the first frame of ledger page Elizabeth Haines is the
19th entry on that page. Showing the second frame of ledger page There were 2 white males of twenty and
under thirty, 3 white females of twenty and under thirty and 1 white female of forty and under fifty. We also
know that 1 of these persons was employed in Commerce, and 1 of these persons was employed in
Manufactures and Trade. In , the following information was collected and recorded by the census enumerator.
The Head of the Family is listed, followed by a series of numbers in columns which should be interpreted as
follows:
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Find reel repair in Pennsylvania on Yellowbook. Get reviews and contact details for each business including videos,
opening hours and more.

Easy access, big fish and plenty of them means hot angling action this month for the adventurous fisherman.
May By Mike Bleech The small gold spinner plops into the water. As it swings across the current, there is a
sharp thump -- and the battle is on. Another trout season is underway. Can life get any better? Pennsylvania
has one of the finest trout management programs in the country. There are opportunities to suit every angler.
From heavily stocked roadside streams to remote wild trout streams, we can do it all. Unfortunately, posting is
increasing along this fine creek, but a lot of water is still open to fishing. Only a couple of small sections are
on public land: The Brokenstraw is a medium-sized creek that flows out of swamps and mostly through farm
country. The gradient is moderate, but with very few slack sections. During the first several weeks of trout
season, it may be a bit less frigid than other streams in this area. Aquatic insect hatches are excellent during
May. In the early years of the industry, the river was used to ship oil downstream by damming the river and
then breaking the dams to cause a freshet, or flood. At least once, the river actually caught fire! If you go there
from the Pittsburgh area, take Interstate Route 79 north, I east, then state Route 8 north through Oil City to the
park entrance. A long stretch of this creek is accessible only by walking, by bike trail or by float-fishing. Some
of the tributaries hold wild brook trout. One is a 1-mile stretch from the two green posts near the Drake Well
Museum downstream to the Oil Creek State Park hiking trail bridge; and the other is a 1. Among these many
streams, perhaps most popular is Tionesta Creek and its tributaries -- the East, South and West branches. The
main Tionesta forms where its branches meet at Barnes in eastern Warren County. From there, it flows to the
southwest and into Tionesta Lake near the village of Tionesta. State Route follows the creek from Barnes to
Kellettville, providing great access. Canoe anglers will find several places to put in or take out. There are
several campgrounds in the area. Box , Warren, PA ; by calling ; or logging on to www. This is the only
stream in the commonwealth where you can reasonably expect to catch trout in the 4- to 7-pound class. Brown
and rainbow trout measuring 14 to 20 inches are common. Top end is more than 10 pounds. Catching these
big trout with consistency requires a slight change in tactics from those used in most of our other trout
streams. Top baits are emerald shiners or night crawlers. These trout are stocked as fingerlings, which makes
them virtually wild fish. Catching them requires more skill than landing the typical adults that are stocked into
most of our streams each year before trout season opens and during the first few weeks of the season. Access
is from state Route 59 along the south bank, or from Hemlock Road along the north bank. By far the most
popular place is along Dixon Island, the first large island below Kinzua Dam. For the best trout-fishing
experience on the Allegheny River, float-fish from the Big Bend area to Warren. This stretch is suitable for
canoes or smaller boats. Canoe rentals and guide service are available in Warren. Box , Warren, PA ; or call
for more details. Trout-fishing rules for this stretch of the Allegheny are listed under Miscellaneous Special
Regulations in the fishing regulations summary. One dandy trout stream is Slippery Rock Creek. It flows
generally southward through Butler and Lawrence counties before emptying into the Beaver River in Beaver
County. Manicured trails provide access to some remote stretches. There is no camping in this park. There is a
9. Canoe and raft rentals are available at the park. For information, contact the Ohiopyle State Park office, P.
Box , Ohiopyle, PA ; or call Streams here tend to be the last in the commonwealth to warm, but by May the
fishing is usually great. Abundant public access on several state forests makes this a perfect destination for
traveling trout anglers. Several streams here have national reputations. One that draws trout anglers from far
and wide is Kinzua Creek, which flows westward through McKean County into the Allegheny Reservoir. A
favorite focal point along Kinzua Creek is Westline, a remnant village from the logging era of the late 19th
and early 20th centuries. Access is great here in the eastern side of the Allegheny National Forest. Route
between Lantz Corners and Bradford, turn west at Tallyho. The best trout fishing in Kettle Creek is above the
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Alvin R. Access is easy from state Route from Carter Camp down to state Route , which leads to the park.
Total length is It flows eastward along the border between Centre and Mifflin counties, through Union
County and into Snyder County, where it empties into the Susquehanna River. Much of this stretch runs
through Bald Eagle State Forest. It can be float-fished by canoe. Special Regulations apply to a lot of Penns
Creek. Follow the marked state forest roads for 10 miles to Poe Valley. This Bedford County limestone stream
is especially popular among flyfishermen. May is the ideal time to hit it for several great hatches. Cool
limestone feeders maintain good fishing here through the summer. Several other trout streams included in a 0.
Upper parts of Yellow Creek are classic limestone with calm pools. Downstream, the gradient gets steeper as
the water tumbles over a rocky bed. Access to this fine stream is from U. Route 30 via state Route 26 north at
Everett and then state Route 36, which follows the stream for much of its length. To reach the Special
Regulations section, turn off Route 36 onto state Route and go to the second bridge. This creek flows eastward
through the northern part of the county. It holds wild brown trout and is stocked from the Furnace Road bridge
near Lehigh Furnace downstream 6. A survey by the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission showed that
good water conditions held holdover trout through the summer. This section also holds wild brown trout and
provides good fishing through May. Below the outflow it continues into the Lehigh River. The lake and part of
the creek lie in Belt zville State Park. No camping is available. For park information, contact the Beltzville
State Park office, Pohopoco Drive, Lehighton, PA ; call ; or e-mail beltzvillesp state. From the Northeast
Extension of the Pennsylvania Turnpike, take Exit 74 and follow the signs to the park. Serious trout anglers
from around the world come here to fish. Although most of the attention is diverted to the New York side of
the river, Pennsylvanians have half of the river from State Game Lands No. The state game lands provide the
greatest amount of access. There are also a couple of Fish and Boat Commission access areas. The daily creel
limit here is two trout, with the minimum size 12 inches. Check the special Delaware River regulations in the
regulations summary for season updates. This creek has ideal water temperatures the year around, thanks to its
outflow from Lake Marburg. A medium-sized stream, it holds some excellent holdover brown trout. Lake
Marburg is in Codorus State Park. Take Exit 8 from I, and then go 18 miles west on state Route to the park.
Special trout fishing regulations continue to evolve. Check the newspapers and the regulations summary, and
watch the postings along the streams for any changes.
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Pennsylvania State, County of Susquehanna Public Records Information and resources Below you will find a collection
of offline providers for Pennsylvania State County of Susquehanna Public records, these are both governmental
agencies and privately run organizations.

Ohio Census Objective: To locate a specific person who lived in Pennsylvania in In this example we are
tracking Isaac Derstine, who lived in Eastern Pennsylvania and should have been counted during the Federal
Population Census for Pennsylvania in We want to confirm this information and determine any other
information about his family collected by the census enumerator in Pennsylvania reel listing located at bottom
of guide. The Internet can be a valuable tool to aid in your Census search. There are many sites that provide
information. Census Online contains over 44, links to US census records, census calculators, and census forms
from The microfilm information and the internet information can be used together to complete a search for an
individual. Links to Internet sources have been inserted throughout this document that complement and, in
some cases, replace the print indexes or the census microfilm. Please note that the microfilm constitutes the
primary source and should be consulted for errors in transcription. Please ASK the staff at the News and
Microforms Library Reference Desk at any time for additional help or clarification about how to locate the
sources or information. The indexes for the Pennsylvania Census in are divided into 5 sections: Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh, HA Pennsylvania East, HA Pennsylvania Central, HA P Step 1: P in the Indexes and Guides
Section. Locate the person you are searching in the Pennsylvania East. Names are listed in alphabetical order
by last name. The index only includes the name of the head of Household and anyone within that same
household who has a different surname. See Example 1 below. Review the entry information provided for
each name entry in the Pennsylvania East. We have highlighted in red the information for Derstine, Isaac in
Example 1 above. Last name, first name: Derstine, Isaac Column Two: Name of the State: City, Area, Basin,
Township: Year the Census was taken: This is an ongoing project with new data continuously being added
[Note: Before leaving the Pennsylvania East, write down the following information: Name first and last
County The page on the microfilm , in this example. Then, locate the Census: Pennsylvania on microfilm in
the News and Microforms Library in the microfilm cabinets under the call number HA U5P4 reels â€” The
reels are arranged by call number in alphabetical order by county. This information has also been transcribed
into a chart on the next to last page of this document. For our example, to locate the original ledger entry for
Isaac Derstine, find reel No. Pennsylvania containing Franconia Township. Now, using our example, Isaac
Derstine, you will need to find the original ledger page by scrolling through the microfilm until you locate
page These ledger Page Numbers are typed on the top left hand side of the page. See Example 2 below.
Showing the location of the page number on the original page ledger. Review the information collection for
Isaac Derstine in the census. In , the following 14 columns of information were collected: Dwelling â€” houses
numbered in the order of visitation Families â€” numbered in order of visitation The name of every person
whose usual place of abode on the first day of June was in this family Description.
Chapter 7 : Highland Township, Clarion County Census, page - PA-Roots
Just under 43 miles long, Kettle Creek in Potter and Clinton counties is another Susquehanna tributary worth looking at.
It typically receives three spring stockings of brown and rainbow trout. The Upper Kettle Creek basin is a hefty stretch of
C&R All Tackle, while Kettle Creek Lake is open to year-round fishing and receives a booster stocking.

Chapter 8 : State parks and Forests - Clinton County Visitors Bureau
Stanford Libraries' official online search tool for books, media, journals, databases, government documents and more.
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Chapter 9 : Timothy Pickering Papers,
Another productive trout stream in the Northcentral Region is Kettle Creek, which flows southward through Potter and
Clinton counties before dumping into the West Branch Susquehanna River at Westport.
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